


Welcome to GT Group of Institutions
Our philosophy of facilitating learning stems from our deep rooted commitment to give back to society and there is no 

better way of doing it than through education. 

We are of the firm belief that every child is unique, possesses special talent and has hidden potential. We provide an 

environment of excellence and responsibility that fosters intellectual, social, emotional and technical skills through 

professional development, structured learning experience and parental support. We value every child and strive to 

enrich the whole person.

Making learning vivid and enjoyable, we nurture adaptable and flexible learners who are passionate about knowledge 

and have the skills to confidently embrace every challenge and opportunity as students today and as responsible 

citizens tomorrow.

We are committed in providing a happy, caring and secure environment for your child's learning and work towards 

achieving high standards in all aspects of their education, enabling them to reach their individual and highest potential.

This is an initiative by the Jain Minority Community to bring quality education to the society.



Visionary
Sanghvi Kantilal Doshi, GT Group's visionary founder and Chairman is an 

entrepreneur par excellence and a visionary leader whose unmatched dedication 

has laid an exceptional foundation of success and value for the company. 

Throughout our significant history, GT Group has played a pivotal role of being 

premier Importers, Exporters , Promoters and Manufacturers of incense sticks 

as well as a trendsetter in areas relating to Financial Services, Education, Cold 

Storage and Leasing. 

GT Group, the brain child of Sri Sanghvi Kantilal Doshi, has stepped into its 50th 

year of existence with the firm resolution to give back to society in all ways 

possible. It is this social responsibility that encouraged him to venture into the 

field of education in the first place and the satisfaction of seeing children flourish 

here has strengthened his determination to start many more schools and hubs 

of learning. 

Mr. K. Bharat Doshi, the Secretary and Correspondent of GT Group of Institutions, heads the Real Estate and 

Education division of GT Group. Having specialised in Electronics and Communication engineering from Sri 

Venkateswara College of Engineering, he has a vision to be an Educationalist to provide quality education to 

younger minds in the society.

He is the member of ISTE, International Society for Technology in Education, a premier association for educators 

and educational leaders in advancing excellence in learning and teaching through innovative and effective uses 

of technology.  Bharat Doshi attended the ISTE Ed Tech Conference held at San Antonio in 2013 and Atlanta in 

2014.  He also has been a part of CoSN 2013, Consortium for School and Networking, senior level delegation in 

Portugal from US, to imbibe better technological education system. With determination to make the best 

education available to children, Mr. Bharat Doshi has been visiting schools abroad and bringing back the best 

practices he observed. His trip to Finland, today's pioneer in concept learning in the world, was an eye opener in 

more ways than one. 'LESS is MORE' is a mantra he has brought back and the GT Group of Institutions are 

sincerely striving to implement the same.

Vision   

‘To produce an enlightened Student Community to face challenges of life’

Mission
We at GTGI, are committed to the holistic development of students to face the challenges of life by providing 

quality education through the latest technologies and innovative techniques with moral, spiritual and scientific 

approach.

We shall continuously improve our structured methodology of teaching to exceed the expectations of our parents 

and society in producing an enlightened student community with dynamic team work. 

        

        

           

         

        

      

      

       

        

        

       

BEST SCHOOL IN 

CO-CURRICULAR 

ACTIVITIES
GTA Vidhya Mandir RANKED NO. 1 in India, under the TOP CBSE 
Parameter for CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.  EDUCATION TODAY's 
survey - 2017- had 1355 entries. 30 were shortlisted and 
GTA Vidhya Mandir was chosen to be No. 1 in India for Co-curricular Activities.

BEST TECH SCHOOL AWARD
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GTA Vidhya Mandir added a feather to its cap, 

being presented with the BEST TECH SCHOOL 

award 2015 & 2016. Competing with 1131 

schools from 12 states across India, GTA Vidhya 

Mandir has been credited by ICT Academy of amil 

Nadu, as being a school that makes optimum use 

of technology to enhance the teaching - lea ning 

experience for both students and teachers.  

ASSOCHAM  AWARD-2017
A RED LETTER DAY 
FOR GTA VIDHYA MANDIR
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GT Vidhya Mandir received the National Educational Excellence ward 

2017 from ASSOCHAM (the Associated Chambers of Commerce and 

Indust of India, New Delhi) in the presence of the Honourable Union 

Ministe , HRD, Shri. Prakash Javadekar for Best School for Innovation and 

alue Based Education.



Core Values - Student Centric
A set of core values have been derived on which the pillars of our educational institutions stand on, first on the list 

being STUDENT – CENTRIC. 

Empowering students to make decisions, take responsibility and be accountable is the need of the day and at GTGI, it 

is our constant endeavour to facilitate this. We create opportunities for students to be decision makers in their daily 

curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular chores. This gives them the important experience of analysing, planning 

and executing ideas. This power to make decisions sharpens their clarity of thought and whets their appetite to learn 

more as they train to become leaders in their chosen field.



Tech & Tradition
The foundation in TECHNOLOGY, the inevitable part of our lives, and TRADITIONAL VALUES, the need of our generation 

and those to follow, is laid at GTGI. 

GTGI is equipped with SOLE (Self Organized Learning Environment) Lab which will predominantly aid the elementary 

and middle school students learn with tablets through collaborative work groups. It is one of the elite group of schools, 

being conferred the title, 'Microsoft Innovative School' adopting Microsoft Windows Tablets as learning aid and is now 

a part of the World Classroom Partnerships certified by Millennium @ Edu Sustainable Education connecting 

classrooms, students and teachers throughout the world. This futuristic learning tool is sure to enhance the 

teaching-learning process.

GTGI follows Extra Marks Smartclass methodologies thereby bringing about complete transformation in classrooms. 

In a Science class, when the teacher talks about DNA, the teacher can actually show a 3D animation of the DNA 

replication on a very large screen. As a picture is worth a thousand words, students can easily comprehend new 

concepts taught. The teacher can also zoom the picture, pause when answering queries from students, annotate live 

on this screen and make notes whenever needed.  

To strengthen a student's ability to improve his/her communication skills, an English lab has been set up. Graded 

modules that include exercises in reading, comprehension, listening and grammar skills have been developed to 

enable students master the art of effective communication.

A well equipped Robotics Lab hones the creative ability of students while an Animation Lab allows students to animate 

the subjects they learn in class. Introducing 6 year olds to experience and experiment with such advanced technology 

has noticeably increased their confidence levels. Kindles have brought children back to the habit of reading. GTGI has 

set up a lab for 3D printing and classes are being held for middle school students. 3D Printing is a tool to integrate and 

enhance subject learning and add on a skill of the future which will lead the next technological revolution. 3D printing 

provides the students with an insight to think beyond all boundaries of imagination and liberates them to create 

something unique, without judgement.

Chalo School Management Software 

CHALO is a comprehensive School Management ERP, which handles 

end-to-end school management activities, which automates almost all the 

activities within an educational institution and generates informative 

management and day-to-day operational reports. The software handles 

comprehensive student and staff records management, right from admission 

until leaving the school. The School Parent Portal and Mobile App provide a 

portal access to the main software and database available in the secure cloud 

server. The Teachers Mobile App –A mark entry made easy app (AnsApp) 

facilitates capturing the marks within 5-10 sec of completing the paper 

correction for the teachers.

Dear Parent, 

Kindly guide your 

ward to complete 

pg no: 45 & 46

in English 

companion book. 

Submission date : 

25.10.2017



Traditional Values
GTGI considers inculcating TRADITIONAL VALUES an indispensible responsibility. Bagavadgita is recited each 

morning. Pranayama, yogasana and meditation are part of our daily routine. All religious and national festivals are 

celebrated with fervour. Deepawali is a time students put aside a fistful of rice a day for a month and donate it to the 

needy along with clothes and other essentials. They also spend time with the elderly at a retirement home. On Pongal, 

students are encouraged to come dressed in traditional clothes and cook traditional meals at school. Onam, Ramzan, 

Gokulashtami, Ganesh Chaturthi and Christmas too are celebrated with the simple intention of keeping our traditions 

alive in this fast paced materialistic world.



Life Skills Development
LIFE SKILLS include critical thinking, team building, time management, leadership abilities in addition to many other 

such qualities, and children are trained in all of these through a number of activities. Financial Education has been 

made part of the curriculum to impart the importance of money management.

At GTGI, initial stages of learning are considered very important for the child and hence a structured course including 

Abacus & Mental Arithmetics is introduced right from the beginning. It helps children learn the fundamentals easily and 

efficiently. 

Aloha Kids Art curriculum fosters the imagination in children, enhances their power of observation and sharpens their 

intellect. The Aloha Handwriting Skills programme helps in the progress of child's writing skills, including formation of 

the letters of the alphabet and developing speed while writing. 

Experiential learning is given through work education. Archery, karate, silambam, roller skating, table tennis, 

gymnastics, jump rope, calligraphy, keyboard music, barathanatyam, western dance, pantomime, chess, theatre and 

debating are offered as special activities for students to choose from. GTGI students have done their parents, teachers 

and school proud by taking part in State, National and International level competitions. 

In addition, students attend one LIFE SKILLS class a week where they are trained in memory techniques and 

out-of–the-box thinking. A student counselor takes care of all student issues. Just Do It is a continuous programme to 

keep students motivated and headed in the right direction. Career guidance is made available to classes IX to XII on a 

regular basis. These students are encouraged to opt for internships to help them assess their interests and aptitude. 

Students can also take up activities such as Scouts and Guides, RSP and JRC. They can actively take part in different 

school clubs such as English Club, Hindi Club, Sanskrit Club, French Club, Tamil Club, Math Club, Science Club, Social 

Science Club, Debate Club, Heritage Club, Integrity Club, Charity Club, Health Club, Interact Club, Eco Club, Humour 

Club, Fine Arts Club and Photography Club.
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Sophisticated Infrastructure
The INFRASTRUCTURE of GTGI is of international standards. Classrooms are large and well lit, and are equipped with 

interactive smart boards to facilitate concept learning. Physics, Chemistry, Biology, English, Maths, Computer 

Science, Robotics, Animation and SOLE labs, suitably equipped to satiate the minds of the curious young learners are 

in place. Broad corridors and staircases ensure safety and comfort. A secluded play area for the kindergarteners 

provides for uninterrupted playful learning. A spacious auditorium caters to all programmes including inter and intra 

school                             competitions, debates  and presentations.

We are a purely vegetarian school. A canteen, monitored by a nutrition expert, supplies healthful food, thus catering to 

the needs of both students and staff. Separate well-maintained toilets for boys and girls are provided on every floor. 

Our schools have been acclaimed to be one of the cleanest in the whole of Chennai and take pride in that fact.   

The GTGI library has an excellent atmosphere for learning and assimilating knowledge. The school has introduced 

Kindle 'e' library, which gives access to a wide range of books on tabs with meanings of difficult terms. The GTGI 

Library is a treasure trove of knowledge. The library is well stocked with periodicals, reference books, fictions, non 

fictions, workbooks, activity books, journals and general knowledge books, to name a few. Also subscribed are 

National and International journals for students to receive local as well as international information.

Transport facilities include school buses plying on all  important routes. The routes are changed every year according 

to the needs of students. The school buses have GPS (Global Positioning System ) tracking facility. Every transport 

students' parent is given a mobile app to track their respective bus routes along with SMS alerts. 



Happiness Quotient
HAPPINESS QUOTIENT (HQ) is an area GTGI is very high on as the importance is given to all the stakeholders here. 

The firm belief that when people are happy they perform extremely well is the driving force behind this. The HQ of 

students is taken seriously and this supports the school's core value of being Student Centric. That disciplined 

behaviour will pave the way to happiness and is instilled in students at an early age. GTGI embodies the element of 

happiness which is the result of the perfect intersection of the three golden circles, the curricular, co-curricular and 

extra-curricular activities, and can be evinced in the happy faces of the Management, Staff , Students, Parents and 

Grandparents.



Inspired Facilitators
INSPIRED FACILITATORS are the pillars of our schools. An environment conducive to learning is the hallmark of GTGI, 

and this is created by facilitators. Students are encouraged to ask questions and delve into and research subjects that 

perk their interest. Teachers are sent to workshops, symposiums and seminars regularly to keep them constantly and 

thoroughly updated. All teachers have been specially trained in a programme called ‘Miracle Makers’ based on the 

concept of Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP), the #1 science for personal excellence.

Teachers also attend fitness, yoga, grooming and communication sessions. They also take active part in sports and 

games. This keeps them fit and fine to facilitate learning in our students. GTGI has been deliberating various facets of 

school education, and the more thought we put into it, the more we realize how great our responsibility towards our 

children is. It has been our sincere effort to bring together erudite educators in each of the areas indispensible to 

reaching our goal of creating learners for life. With this vision, GTGI organises Confluence of Minds, an annual 

Symposium for Educators, every year.
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Learning is Sheer Fun
Most of the research has proved that the experiences that children get in their early years (between 3 and 6 years) 

actually determine their attitude and confidence level in their later years.

Children grasp quickly during their initial years. They have a longer memory retention period when they are taught 

using interactive and scientific methods of teaching.

All classrooms are very spacious and equipped with the latest tools and toys that are needed to impart knowledge to 

the tiny tots. A special curriculum is also designed for young kids that focuses on most of the areas of child 

development such as cognitive, socio-emotional, physical, linguistic and creative skills.
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Student Scholarship Policies at GTGI 
The Management provides scholarships to students who excel in academics, arts and sports. Also, financial 

assistance is given to deserving students.

Scholarships are awarded in the title of Mr. & Mrs. Kantilal Doshi Endowment Scholarship. Eligible candidates are 

selected at the end of every academic year. One student each from Kindergarten, Primary, Middle School, Secondary 

and Senior Secondary levels is selected for scholarships.

Mr. & Mrs. Kantilal Doshi 

Endowment Scholarship INSPIRATIONINNOVATION

MERITORIOUS

INTENSITY INTEGRITY
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Home is where Learning is Initiated
Parents are very important to us. A child’s education must be supplemented by parent participation. For the process 

of education to go smoothly, a healthy relationship with parents is vital. A child spends a major part of his/her 

childhood in school and hence it is important to strengthen the parent-child relationship.

We conduct regular cultural activities, competitions, orientations and training for parents along with a few interactive 

sessions with industry experts like doctors, counselors, and academicians to understand the developmental process 

of their child.

 

Edify sessions are conducted as part of Value Education classes during the first periods on Wednesdays and 

Saturdays. This unique programme gives parents an opportunity to interact with a class of students of their choice and 

impart valuable knowledge. This initiative aims at edifying parents to students and vice versa.

The GT Marathon is conducted every year on the 6th of August, the birthday of our Founder Chairman, where students, 

parents, teachers and members of the management run for a cause, that is to make EDUCATION MEANINGFUL, 

ENJOYABLE and totally CHILD-CENTRIC. Every year, parents come together at GT’s Carnival Confetti, to put on a show 

where they can exhibit their talents, businesses, interests, passions, hobbies etc. Parents are also invited to team up 

with their children and take part in Inspired to Innovate, a competition in designing and executing a working 

engineering model, to commemorate the birth anniversary of Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) consists of parent representatives of all classes. A President and Secretary for 

the association are nominated from among the representatives. The PTA meets every term to discuss everything that 

happens at school. Suggestions for the improvement of every aspect of the school in order to make GTGI a heaven of 

learning and positive thinking is at the core of the agenda of every meeting. 

The School Management Committee (SMC) of GTGI, consists of eminent educationists, professionals and 

entrepreneurs in addition to Members of the Management, the Principal and Staff who are sincerely involved in not just 

the well being of the school but also in its steady progress. The SMC meets twice every year. All major decisions with 

respect to the school are first put forth to the SMC before implementation. 
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    2017

Our Partners in Education

Personalized Spor ts Abacus Ar t Hand Writing

English LabAnimation Curriculum Smar t Classrooms

Scho Power Englishol ERP Technology Par tner

Hands on Experiment Kits Life Skills Programme Financial Education

Celebrating 50 Golden Years of Success

Robotics & 3D Lab

International Trade

1967

1967

1994

Realty

2012

Packaging

2013

    2017

Pooja - 2001  |  Food -2014

2014

Manufacturing

onkey

ONKmPlay in Between

School Management Software

2010

Overseas Trading
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